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I. INTRODUCTION

,

/
.

Because of a perennial scarcity of trained profess nals to

-:provide mental health services in rural areas, it is desirable to:-------------:.

.2 ,

develop alternative methods of service delivery. One solution to

the shortage of helpers is to train lay and non mental health pro-

fessional people in the local community to become .effective change

agents. We set out to develop an intensive training experience

which would be instrumentaljn creating a first no df defense, at

-
tne"lbCal community /level aimed toward problem pr vention and crisis

management ifamiiy groups.

One way 11 CommunitieS have attempted to meet their mental

health needs has been to bring in outside profesSional consultants

to provic:s direct services to distUrbed persons and families. This

s unsatisfactory because the need for service Usual1

7°

method

stripS the amount 'of service time avliltable (Beier, Robin on.&

Micheletti, 1971) . Another technique has been to use the 2rofe ional.

consultant to educate and superviSe the existing community coun elors,

,usually miniJters or physicians (Shapiro, Maholick, Brewer, Townsend, '

1366) . nany other persons, such as housewives and students represent

resources that an be !utilized fo rural community mental health
.

i

4.

11;programs. The iterature suggests, that socially intelligent lay per-

. sons can serve effectively os counselors and that extensive professio-
,

v,

nal.tra .ain.ng is nqt requited in deadi-ng witheMotioriaaly disturbed
,

/ .

children and adults, and'even chronic mental patients (Rappaport,
%.

ChOsky, & Cowen, 1971; Mahler & Eri kson, 1969; Cowen, Zak, Izzo &
O

Frost, 1966; Poser, 1966; Carkhuff Wruax; 1965; Pioch, Elkes, Flint,

"UsdanskS'7, Newman & Siber, 1963). ."

non
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The recently reported Susanville project (Beiei, Robinson &

4
Micheletti, 1971) represented an ambitious attempt to extend the

mental .health services in a small- community )0y mobilizing ,the commu-

nity toward self-help. The investigators in this project trained 4

adult- lay members of the community and high school students to work

with families who had children With school problems as s result of

family stress. The focus of training was to teach families to solve

t: it onl,problems. The results of that study were very encouraging.

The trainees were quite enthusiastic. Of the 15 adults who partici-

pated fully in the training,} 11 planned to continue working with

troubled families; 5 of 7 fully trained high school studeits Manned

to continue seeing high school students with problems. Four of the

sev2n,target families that were available for exit interviews indica-

ted that they had learned to handle their problemstinore effectively,

II. PROCt:Dt;RES 2

1. The Rural ' rea
0

In the firs iyear we implemented the training program in

rural Cedar County, Iowa The economy of".Cedar County iS.based on

agriculture and associated commercial services. Cedar County ranks

first- in Iowa for producing prk.-

Cedar County's population i 17p489 and Tipton, its largest

town and the county seat> has 2,87 people. ,Most communities in Iowa
!I

are similar in size. Ninety-two percent of all communities in IoWa\\. .
,

.

(877 of 952) have populations -less than ,,D00,i,and 96 percent (911 of

tf.92), are under 10,0Wpopuiation. We` felt that this demograppicpat-\ ' ;. ...
/

tern was probably typical of the ridwest.-

We chose Cedar CoUntybecause'the projett rector was acquainted .

0.with and had working professional relationships'with several of the ..
. .

(1004
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.

potential trainees. Cedar County was served by our mental health'

center. One day:a- week the project director provided outpatient,

aftercare and consultation services in a small office complex with

the county,,public health -nurses and the sanitarian in the codYthouse,

We had become established and accepted in the are,e. Working profes-

sional relationships had been developed for three years with public

health nursing, welfare, the community action program, schools, cot,-

rections, physicians and attorneys. We began recruitment of trainees

cv, that group and also followed up their suggestions for other

tential trainees.

2. Selec n of Trainees

We aimed our re uitment efforts at persons who were "natural

41pers" on one of 1 s: 1) official the
*--

n

County;'2) professionals in private practice and 3) an invi le-. , .
.

vel of helpers friends, relatives and others who ire helping peo-

plc regularly without any special recognition for doing it nor any

itraining in it.

The criteria.established for selection,of"traknees wer : good

ilisteners, did not impose their opinions on others,- showed concFrn

for- people :, accepted another person's paint of view, displayed no .

.

extraordinary anxiety wanted additional skills, lived in Cedar Cowl,-

V,,,wert in a position to help-people, operated at a responsible .level

of functioning, and made a commitment to stayldith.the entire project.
\i

Our recruiting approach. was either face:-L)-face or by telephone.

We described the training project in, this vein: "This is a mental

ihealth training project. Our aim is' to. demonstrate that residents of

rural areas can be trained to meet some Of the mentaJj health needs.of

families,and:"childreh they ordinarily deal with and help them to learn

0 5
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now to solvettheir own pr blems. We feel i at the project has impli-

cations for rural communities that can
4.

expect to be able to recruit

and 'support their own prbfessional ental health personnel. /There

,will be a minimum of lectures. It wil3: consist more of role playing

and group participation. We plan to involve about 20 persons in trai-

ning. There are three trainers and one evaluator ,from the University

who will come out to Tipton to conduct the training program. There is

no cnarge to participate."

To recruit 20 trainees we contacted 38 persons. It was interes-
--_J:&ye>r:.

ting to note how active and committed/many people were, particularly

In rural iife which is presumed to be mostly uneventful. :ialf of those

not joining_ us said they were over- committed and "didn't have the time

These wzra primarily attorneys an clergymen. .Others -had personal rea-
.

sons sucn as retirement, too tired at night, goingpn,vacation and had

baby-sitting problems. Two refused clearly because they feared what

we would expect of them after the training--- that they night got in-

volved in problems they 'could not handle..

The twenty trainees 1onsisted 0,f five housewives, two high school
,1'

students, a physician in' the general practice of medicine, the director

of the county welfare department, a case aid in t'.le s e department, a
f/Je

health nurse.; her secretary- receptionist, two o treach workers

4'i.
for the CorAnun Action Program, a beauty shop operato , a funeral-

= 0
dir,)ctor,,al4gh school guidance counselor, a minister, ;In automobile

serviceist:AtiOn manager,, and ischool nurse.
[iv ,. , ,

1 w

P loc to training each perso r eceived a letter th descried.

-- A., .4
..

the'
V ,

roject orientation and focus, introduCed t?le proje staff and
.-,

VA

tneir qualification- Wd pointed out that the t ainers and the

evaluator' were not employees f the mental- health cente

90 6 F

They were

ti
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Unersity of Iowa faculty and staff. (Gauron, r lings, and Canter
_ ,

ared5,;Sychologists; the Kelleys are social workers.) We also gave

eaCht,'&rainee a research consent'form to sign. All signed it.

Training Programin Cedar County

The training sessions were conducted once weekly for two

the Methodist Church in Tipton, Iowa. General procedure

called for the three trainer-consultants to be present at each meeting

/7
.

plus the., proj ect director. However, there were occasions when one of

us Missed -a. session.

-.;

,T1.1 program extended Over seven months frbm/October 1972, through
.6,-

. . ,,

April of 1973,-for a'total of twenty-four training'sessions. The sea-
. .

sions were ,into fhoe devoted primarily to training and newF.,
,.,-,learning (18 session s) and_tHose devoted to application of the materi-

,-. ...
. .

al lea_ in actual Contacts with clients, -supervision by the profes-

sional Staff, and discussion of problems in seeing help-seekers (six
e.-

sessionS).

Of t;

sassiO

o.

Fie 20 trainees, one terminated after attending only a few
. /

:Three otherp missed 5erly one-third of the training sea,-
tt°

0-

8

attendance for the remainder was fairly good. 'We ordinari-

had',404/eragei of 16 per session,

k

.The .a;dtO philosophy of the training program was action=oriented

with U4 -Femehasi's on,the impdrtance of previous letarning

.e
taining',00.adqptive behavior patterns and new learning in modify,ing

' , 4,-

N.9' '1,', t ,.

behavior patterns. Some key piinciples presented to the-`trainees to
'''..- .

.
. ., .

i
,

inv.

guide
f
:their interventions included:

:..
-A f

(1) QUP,Sti667 "1 am as I am"'statements. .Thes are ways of avoi-
,

,

-
:?.

e

.4.Assume thtat all people are capable o changing and modi-
.

ding change,

fyingthe r.-,behayiOr.

()OW?



(2) Avoid becoming absorbed with historical excuses or reasons

for present problems this is a dead bnd. Rather focus on what

is happening now to continue the present problem and what cash be done

to cnange it.

(3) Really listen to others in an effort to\understand whatthey

are saying. Good listening is ;lard work and takes considerable effort.

(4) Do not give advice, present solutions,-br take responsibility
-4.:

-?-
.

, ---
,

-
.

111,:for the terson seeking help. An important'goal is to oncovrae people ,

..

. d
c

.% to 1-Icome responsible for themselves an develop their owp solutio s.
4

1 Furtherrore, it is critical to encodrag people to develop options or
t--

\ alternatives to present ways of behaving

(5") Be alert to efforts to blamel an ther, usually a nificant

person in the past, for the present situa ion. Blaming is one manifes-

n of failure to take responsibility.

(6) oiscourage people from the belief that "T*; ntiswor" will solve

all problems or tnat their situation will b- remedied by magic or by a

Magic helper. Rather, problems are solved ingly through following a

planned course of action. Encourage people o develop specific goals

and to pursue these. goals until- they are att ined:

In addition to\ these basic principles, 'c nsiderable time %and atten-

tion were devoted to seven critical interperso al variables of good hel-

pers identified by Carkhuff: empathy, communication of respect, con-,

creteness, genuineness, self - disclosure, confrontatiOn, and im lacy

of relationship (Carkhuff, 1969, 1972). Carkhuff .has cons cted exten,

sve research into the outcomes of helping and had i tified these

's1

seven variables aSI,fdivpinetive of keod helpers (C
:

argued that training progyams To)ith both professionals and non-profes-
,

sionals might profita4Y focus:oniteaChing and practicing these' variable

00(18

khuff, 1972) . He has
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Instead of. teaching the student to help or to do psychotherapy,

CarkhUff has recoMmended that we teach the student to be more empathic,

respectful, specific,- confronting, genuine, self-disclosing, and imnie-

diate and in so doing he will become an effective hell5er. An additio-

nal ad'Vantag2 oft focusing on these research identified helper varia-

bles was that it simplified the evaluationprocess and allowee, us to

focus on particular areas of trainee behavior that should be moClified

,
as a result of the training process.

1

--____,

The first three training sessions were devoted to introducticn of

' 1

the staff, overview an orientation to the programo introd.;ctiOn of the

trainees to each Other, completion of the pretrainin,4 test moas.,:res

(FILO-i.;; P01, discrimi ation and communication exorcist-) hnC o: orts

onour part to iihcrea e comfortableness and trust while Wilding a

group, that ,JOuLd:be, to work together. We introduced several, exer-

cises Which each person wrote five important tni_ngs

about hil-aself,_(which thers read) , a Peak Sensory Exoerience exercise

. in 'Oich each person Rrote three of his favorite experiences in' each

of the areas of sight, sound, taste oh !r Smell and act_ion (this,

,L)a: was) shared with others) ,,,arid a Listening Exercise in yhich trail

nees paired' Off in groups o ree and alternately shared something
f4

important with a designat listener who repeated t e gist of 'what the
3*, \

other had said in'thp presence of, the third member who served as an
'-, , \ .

....,,

observer-commentator. All of these exercises were designed to set a

ngtM,of sharing rod self-disclosure, ,while also increasing the know-
.,

ledge that the trainees had about each other.
C:

With the fourth training session, we began fbcusina in succession
,. .

on the helpeeVariables. Because,Carkhuff places so much emphasis on
t ,

dp.athio understanding,as a critical variable in helping, we devoted '

c,- ' , .

(1009
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five sessio s to explaining and practicing empathy. With each

these vari tiles, we presented hand-outs from Carkhuff desCiibing his

rating sc

5 on eaci variable. Level.' 3 is presented as the minimally facilita-
\

. tive ec 1 for effective helping, The value of the rating scales

. Carkhuff conceives of levels of functioning 1 through

are that they can be used to rate any helper intervention, they pro-

vide a baseline against which improvement can be determined and they

facilitate teaching trainees to produce responses or interventions
.

I

on
\,...

at a certain level instead of trying to produce e acceptably correct

response. 3esides the rating scale, a second hand out detailed-guide-i.
,lines to successfully mmunicate each variable. To illustrate what

\

'the rating scales and ,'ne guidelineswere like, tae will use empathy

ib an example. At Leve0, the helper pays no attention 'at all to
\.

f,olings, totally ignoring.them. At Level 2, the helper 'noticeably

s btracts affet from the feeling statements of the glient. For exam-

p , a helper mi ht.respond to the statement, "I am simplyfurious

with any boss. I q like to hit him in the mouth." with, "You are alait

y with ,your boss. At Level- 3, the helper is interchangeable-with

the client on both f eiing level and language,. Any response demonstra:-

tine reflection of feeling would suffice as an example., At Level 4,

the esponses of the helper add noticeably to the expressions of the

clie in such a way that can ex ess feelings at a ,deeper, level

with dded meaning. Level n extension, of Level with the, hpl-
,

pers response adding significantly to the feeling and meaning of' the

client so that! .he can move on to new and additional feillingS or self-

explbr tions.

Th- hand-out of guidelines for communicating empathy stressed that ,

\

the hel or:
,

sN, 00 1 O..
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(1) concentrateon both verbal and non-verbal-expression;

(2) attempt to reflect feelings and interact with the person '

seeking help;

2. (3) keep the language attuned to the helped;
- \

(4) move toward higher levels of empathy once an intercl?anger
. ,

able, base of communication has been established;

'(5) concentrate-upon what is not being expressed or what seems

to-4e,missing in .what tIle helpee isisaying.
1 .

, ) 4,1 .

In conjunction with aisdussion of the rating scale 1-10. guidelines
,

s

to communication of empathy, the trainees vjewed a videotape ofone of4 L oe

,
:2 - 1

the trainers interviewing an actress. The purpose of the tape viewing 1

was to see an experienced interviewer demonstrte communication of em- I 1

. i

pathy and to present to the traineessome:.responses. which they could
i

rate by level. Role playiRg was then used extensively to provide op-
.,

portunities for the traineesc_to practice the communication of empathy,

to criticize each other and td receive suggestions from the instructors.

On a week-to-week basis, small group assignments were made so ttat each

trainee had exposure.to a.variety,of other.trainees and instructors

serving in both the help-giving and help-seeking roles. In these role

ations,emphasis was placed on hav ng t1e hellNoeeker talk

about a topic or personal experience about whicl? he on she had'strong.

; feelings.: These role play situations served to establish a norm of

self-disclosure in the cgroup which positively influenced group cohesive-

'

he function of the helper-in this situation was;'to practice
:

.hass.,

'recognizing and empathizingwith feelings.: An exercise that we found
'd

useful in increasing the skill of recognizing feelin was a videotapedsi 4
p .

i session played to the trainees in whicn-th'ree actors depiCteCi a range

'tileE feelings nonverbally. Given range, possibly feelings that

J_

001

0



ded for the trainees to practice and improve their skills on each

other. Communication of re'pect, genuineness, self-disclosure and

immediacy of relationshipwere discussed in one, session aoidce.

Having completed and-provided an overview of the interventions

counselors make, i.e., the helper variables, .we switched temporarily

to a didactic fus in which an entire session of two were focused

on a special topic. The first special session was on learning tlory

:with special emphasis on effects of punishment and reinforcement in

modifying behavior, presentation of the types of conditioning, dis-,

cussion of behavior modification, relaxation training and assertive

training. The point of this- focus was to provide the trainees addi-

tional sound guidelines for their interventions. The next special

topic was family relationships arid family therapy (aided by hand-outs

by Nathah Ackerrian; "Prejud ce and Scapegoati.ng in the Family;." ,by
; .

George ;1;ziOn and Petet Wyden, "Marital Fighting: A Guid9 to Love;"

by John Williams,-"Feedback Techniques in, iage Counseling:" by

Virginia Satir; "Techniques onjoinf Family Therapy;" and by Haim
.

Ginott, "How To Drive Your Child Sane.") The next special topic in-

'volved a discussion of how to re'cognize severity of disturbance, when,

how, and where to make a'referral (this discussion included a .presenta-

tion of all the currently available mmunity resources in the county),

'and now to recognize and what to do about depression and sui.cide.

;I rating scale was presented to determine` severity df suicidal risk.

Throughout the coursewe stressed the theme tillt the trainees

'be aware of their limitation; that theysrealize that they were not now

qualified to handle everybody. .WdyStressed the necessity of recognizing

when a'trainee was in over his -head and when to consult or to refer to

professional person. The project director was available for consul-
.
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, .

tatidn at all times. The need tO keep their qualifications in appro-
.

priate perspective had to bb balanced with the necessity, to encourage

"the trainees to have confidence in themselves and. in the value of

their helping effo'rts. In this context, trainee interpersonal skills

were once again reviewed and compared' to 'parameters of therapist aeti-
,

vities provided by ShoStrmn:. The intent of the presentation' was to in-

'dicate how many skills of professional therapists trainees did indeed

possess as a.result of this raining experience.

The second phase of the. training program was devoted to focusing

on application of what the traihees.had learned in skill sessions.

Six meetings 'were arranged,as 'supervision sessions. Eaft trainee was

invited to discuSs one partictilar person he had already been helping

or,tb accept a referral if he She) had not been Seeing someone.
.

,Tie, format called for discussion of problems in seeing helpees in which
4

nyone could request time. Trainees received encouragement, positive_

strokes, ideas about what ;additional to do, etc., depending upon the
/.

lhuividual situation. In additTo , trainees were presented'with
4. p

tional opportunitieS for role plays :in which they could further increase

their interpersonal ski

Toward the end of the se'ephd,phase of th project, we'hired,an
4!,

actress to serve as a pi ogra&Med patient to e interviewed by each of

the trainees. The actreSs_was given an imaginary identity and some

,-

imaginary problems. The session was iMited to. 20 minutes maximum- and
.

- .

scalewas
.ro
videotaped. The actress-was ptoViaed 'with a cale on which she

. '
rated each traineebnthe Caq,huff core conditions as well as provided

,

some personal reactions'tt the interview style and helping skills of
4

-. ,
: e-':

.

the tiainee. The trainees knew that they were, volunteering tolsee some-
,

.
. ., .

,

:one who *was not d genuine patient. Fifteen agreed to the interview.
vak
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Though the original intent of this interview was to serve as a part

of tne evaluation yrocedure, it turned out tobe,a significant train

ing experience for most. We also discovered a, serious omission in

tne traning program that we had everlook&l any aiscussion or; in-

terview skills. We had been-so'keyed 1.4k on teaching people to be

nelpful that we forgoit to teach them how to interview: We spent an

entire traiaing session on 'interviewing during which we provided an

over all outline of hoW to begin an interview, how to go about establi-

shing rapport, how .to get necessary information through asking open-

ende,.1 questions anu how to terminate the interview and provide a tran-

sition to a subsequent interview. In addition, one instructor inter-

viewed unotaer who rol\ played a difficult help-seeker. .in a further

effort to model' good i arviewing techniques.

We nave not severed' our relationship with the trainees. We have

9

indicated to ttiem that we are avaiabae to them on a continuing consul-

tine basis. Iniaddition,. they have'Cohtipuing acce,ps.to the project

director on his weekly visits -V) the Tipton ./-Yea. In Ja4luary, 1974,,

had a cile-'day refresher cause for, those trainees ,E-11() w,i8hed to .

attend. Ton trainees came. The agenda Eor the day centered on member

sharing of ,what they had been doing with what they had learned' in the

'course, dissussion and problem solving related to how trainees can best

Alake use of wnat caey have learned, a review of the helper skills that
.

they had learned,,an opportunity, for additional role Tilay in e_rviews
.-

in Whica they could further practice the helper skills and some More
. .

individual case supervision.

. r, ) *

4. Traini,i Program In ,Iowa County

We nawo.O.scussed in detail _the traini-ng project in Tipton,

. Iowa, which w' as%our first effort. The Office of Child nt
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approyed'funds,for a second year. From October, 1973, through Mali of

I

1974; we conducted asiT,iler training program for residents of IoSe.

County, which is also serviced by Vie Mid-Eastern Iowa Yental He4th
.

-

Center. In Tipton, we developed a veining progreeas we wont ellong.

'Our'focus in Iowa County was to refine and improve upon our initLai

product. Nevertheless, the projectin Iowa County was probably ,more

similar than not to what w did 0,n .Cedar County. A problem we had to,

face in Iowa. County that we 'd i'loqhave to face in Cedar County' was

Where to hold the sessions. There is no one large population center

in Iowa,C.Runty such as Tipton is in Cedar County. We eventually chose

a location, Williamsburg, which is at the:'*proximate geographic cen-
.

,ter of the county. We 'again recruited 20 trainees from communities in

the county using the guidelines that we wanted to include people who

,were already engaged in helping activities or who possessed natural
,

heaping skills. We met with the :trainees for 18' sessions beginning on

-a.weekly basis in the school in Williamsburg. Rather than describe ,in

detail .t;,1e training program as we have already done with Tipton,, we

shall ins'cad merely point out some of the differences between what

lappenedin Williamsburg and what happened in Tipton.

A. In the Williamsburg project we had helpers from various con1-7

munities that were geographicallyikarate0. This made fpr a 'less. cO=

,
hesive group because .people did not knoweeh bther'ffs weil-nOr did''

,

they see each other regularly outside the training sessions.

B. -The trainee group was older in Williamsburg than i was in

A.

Tipton. This is relevant to the extent that we'have now trained th

1

high schtol students and senior citizens. I think it is important td

401116
point 46,14,Lthat a training program such as this has relevance to /

-V
ages and that theretired can benefit as much as the _young.

0016
.
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C. 'It was our impression that the trainees were more business-

like, pragmatic and gOal-oriented in their approach to the sessions.

It is difficult to sort 'out exactly what led to this .difference.

Probably several factors arei involved. We were aware of a greater

staff-trainee gap in this g oup. Possibly we came on more sure of

ourselves and more certain bout what we were doing.'' Possibly people

came in response to our advertising something that wo had to offer .

and busily went about acquiring it. Possibly the fact that people

came from various geographic centers contributed to the atmosphere of

tne sessions. At ,any rate, We thinkothat this is worth pointing out

to those 'who Will' do a project like this more than once. -
..,..

. ,
.

D. We made 'much greater use of videotape in Our training program

in Williamsburg than we haA in Tipton. I ;think we were influencethby

tne micro-counseling approach°of Ivey, The essential features of the

micro7counse7,ing*approach are to present a helper variable to a trainee,

then im.e.diately provide an opportunity to practice this, skill in a

rd 'play situation which is ,videotaped. The videotape is immediately

r4plzyed to the trainee to give him sotie.idea of how he is doing on the

skill involved and ,Xat needs to be improved. We found that the video-

tape was a very useful adjunct to the training efforts of the staff.
10

E. 14,...this.tyl -have-adeveicpe
,. *",

d'a bo4ter and extensive li-

brary=tian we had available to us in Tipton. We prOvided z library
r

list to each of the traineesband purchased copies of'each of the books

and made them available to thetrainees on a loan basis. To the extent.'

that they =mere motivated, the, trainees hpd opportunity' to engage in ad-
,

ditional readings related-to the material that was being discussed in

each session * ,
-. .. 1';

,F-. In'the Tipton training project, we had accumulated a group of
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associated readings which we put together into a,trainee textbook.

In Tiptn we passed out the readings as we stumbled upon them. In

Williamsburg, we gave the people all.thetteadj:rios at the beginning,

of the class. This permitted them to re ad oh' ahead at their own pace.
.

.

f 4
t

The advantage of the trainee's textbook that at the conclusion of
,

tae training program the trainees have/ some material to which they

4can refer back and to consult when a problem occurs in working with
.

7

a help-seeker.

5. -Alternative Formats

Derived prom tour experience.in Cedar and Iowa Counties!.4db

presented a workshop entiy.ea, "Improving-Helper Effectivene
.

Wa attempted to boil down the essentials of the'training,Tr, o

fit a two-day time span,J which was done July 18 an 19. We 'f.9:4'us-

on critical helping skills: lisften/ing and attending, being alert to

verbal and non-verbal behavlor, expressing and receiving f2elirig5;

al.: the nelper variables discussed earlier as*des.eribo-4-1.4y CaJW1,1

"fr7m.,

fornat.inciude,J a descriotion of a particular helpi.h.

guidelines in a mini-lecture, written handouts, opportunityrac-N. -

. tiro the skill in a role' play with videotape playback and discus .ion.

, -
Twenty persons attended the workshop, all in posiions bf

,

pers to families and children.

The w.ol-kshop was evaluated through diaries we asked the trainees

to I;eep and to':,turn jn at the end. They felt that most lea.rnjna cc-
,

curreu during discussion of their videotaped plays. They appre-

ciated the handouts, thought the staff worked well together, and Said

the workshop was a positive ,ana
t helpful experience.

,
. .

In another format, ,we met 'twice in June a974, with a groulo,of-

r
young and: older adults from the Coralville,.Iowa Methodist Church-.

0
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In the first session, we nted a short lecturo on listening and19

then invited the audience to ,ractice listening skills with each

bt'ler an,. to give feedback on the quality of their listening. In the

second session we'focused on empathy, using the same procedure. These

presentations were quite favorably received by the parishioners.

o,
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RURAL COMMUNITIES LEARN TO HELP THEMSELVES

III". Assessment of Effectiveness of Training Program:

t

One of the unusual features of this project, whichidistin-
,

guishes it from its predecessor at Susanville, is the, number of

evaluation techniques included to assess' the effectiveness of the

training program and its impact on the individual trainees. The

same evaluation instruments were utilized both at Tipton and at

Williamsburg. They included the Personal Orientation Inventory,

the Discrimination and Communication indices developed by

Carkhuff, checklists from programmed patierits'who wete interviewed

by the trainees and personal 'report statements Madeby the

trainees in, their diaries. The results, of each of these test

instruments will be discussed in succession.
$,

The Person41 Orientation ,Invontory is an objective 'test
..
-

;

developed by Everett Shostrom, which shows-the degree to which
- . , I ,. .

.

the values, f the test taker compare with thoseof serf- actualiz-

ing people. A self actualizing person is defined as one-who is

more fully functioning and who-lives a more enriched life than

does the average pers.:oh. Such a person is developing and utiliz-

ing his unique talents to the fullest extent. It was our expec-

tation that this test would serve as a measure of some.character,
*. ,

isticS of good helperS1. 7



The POI was adJnistered on a pre and post basis to all of,

-19 - t

the participants 4n t a training projects in Tipton and in Williams-
,

0

, ,
\

burg: 'Comliienting,b i fly on the chefracteristics .of the group as-
.1

.

a who,,, le on-pre- testing, no remarkable or,distinguishing'characier-
:,

isticsyith respedt( t any of the measures of self-actualization

were obtained. The.g6up as a whole appeared to be fairly average

and "healthy." No typical file was discerTlibl. As might be

expected.; there were ndividual variations true for all the dimen-
,

sions of the POI.' This ,Tay partially be interpreted as some

'-AndicatiOn of thelleteroglEneous nature of this.'group.

One.' Striking fe&fure,of the compariSon between pre- and
t

post-tesng was the marked similarity in results. obtained in the

two independent sampl . Significant changes occurred between

pre and post, ..findings in six different scales with five of the

scales identical inb th populations. Significant changes were
9 .

noted in.zan- increased degree of,nner7directedness (defined as

self-support, ind.dpen4nce, leaning less'on'OtherS), a,corres-
.

pondingzred:4tion in ther-directedness (defined as 'dependent,
4,,.. ::..

. .

seeking su Port from ethers, .conforming), an increase in the scale

f- actualizing values (indicative of the fact-that-themeasurim

trainee's i more of the values of self- actualizing people
4,

following training) a increase in Exusiantiality (which is sort
.

-,of 'a meagUre of flexib,"lity-rigidity), an increase in Self-

acceptanceeTined as being able to accept the self in spite of

,weaknesses .° Two oth r scales showed Changes; but were not.con-
.

sistent from one sam to the 'other. At Tipton, the trainees
t.'

showed a,S4n,ificant ncrease in the scale measuring .Capacity for

's

0021
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intiffa,te-Contact aerfned° as accepting and having warm interper-
sonal relationships); the trainees at; Williamsburg showed a signi-

6 0

''fican+ intreSe in the Stale easuring Acceptance of aggression,
1

-SCale measuring willingnvs to accept feelings of anger or '

,,

'atgressiopOn self. The POI has frequently been advanced and

used as ajAeasu-re Of-outcome in pSychotherapy. This project was

"designed aS 'an educational experience', not a therapeutic one.
i -

, . .

Nevertheless, we find it highly noteworthy that changes.in mea-
,

sured self-actualizati n octurredin any of-Alle trainees. .The)se
,

findings.
1

yield indicati n-s of ,a possibly unexpected impact of the
$4

program in that we did, fit attempt to ftovide a therapeutic.
.

. -eXperience to these trainees:
,,.

: .

7
\ Carkhuff has ma e- uent use of two separate measures,
1

Discrimination Level and Sommunicaton Level, in evaluating the

effectiveness of his many aining programs. Both measures are

based:on the presentation siktseen exe.ipts.T.rom heip-seekers.

The excerpts have been trah cribed onto audio tape. In, the Com-
a

0

municatieh exerci.sp, the, t ainees mere directed te produce what-
- 'tt,',.

\,ever' response they_thodght would be,helpfUl to the gerson who had .

a \

just said' these thiD Elm. ThIs' responSe produced Spontaneously
.

,1 byt the traine was then ''graded" .on a scale ranging from One ,to-
,-, / ,

,,
'f .4 '' ,fiveleasur g .effectivenes

4

of the response. On this tale, three
,..

was defined as average or "minimally helpful" with. scores below
,

three being less effective and those above three being more
,

this
\ .

.

effective. For purposes or ;project,:two graduate! students in,
,

\
4 :

Clinical Psychology received'tradnin.g in ,th CariChuff 'Methodology
.

.J .

./
,

.

,and practice at rating the,_effectiveness of responses prodUcedhy 4

.0022
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counselors. Each of them independently were given the responses

prOduced in the communication exercise by the trainees at Tipton

and. Willlamsburg. They rated these Diesponses on the scale from

one, to five withbut knowledge of the identity of theperson who

produced the response, The Discrimination exercise al6o derives

from the same 16 helpee situations. The Measure differs in'that

the trainee was presented with four possible responses to each

3ofthe 16 situations. , The task of the trainees was to -rate the
, . ,

i

effectiveness of the respone on the one to five scale described
!

/ abOVe. The response is scored by the extent of deviation.from

ratings producecPby Carkhuff's expert judges. Therefore, a lower
.

,,t , -

score indicates ,closer agreement with these judges. The point
;.,

of the two meaures, then, is that in the Communication exercise,,,
,.,

the trainee was required to producelis own reponsa to the per-

son Seeking help whereas in the Discriminatjon exercise the trainee

was required to differentiate good from poop responses made by
t.t

someone else.' Both measures are `important in assessing
44.

riess of helpers, but the Communicaiion4exerse is more useful

in that it measures the ability of an individu4l to- produce his

vowp helping responses. Bothhe Communication exercise and the

biscriminatiom exercise were administered on a'pre and post basis
1

to all-the trainees-at Tipton and Williamsburg. The measure per-
:,

,

mit u.to eval
,

ate,:the effectiveness of the helping skills of the
. I. ,

i=t-train es' before any-exposure to the training, program and the
.

._. .

torre ponding effeCtiveness after their exposure to the trainipg.

program.
?

)Scorable Distrimipation exercises Were obtained 'from 20

4
0023
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trainees pre

22

and post at Tipton and ir trainees. at Williamsburg%

..At Tipton, the ,corresponding means for. the group prior and subse-

quent to the training program were 0,98 and 0.83. A t-test per-

formed on the difference between these means was significant at

E < .01. For the Williamsburg sample, `the mean for the tested

group prior to the training program was 1.11 and the Mean for the

same subjects subsequent to the.trai ing-prog.ram was 0.99. This
. )

result was also significantly diffe ent.by t-test at p < .05.

Seventeen of the 20 subjects at Tipton showed a decrease in their

'discrimination level whereas eight. of the eleven subjects at

Williamsburg showed a decrease in their discrimination level. For

comparative purposes, it might b- llustrative to present some .

,normative data provided try Carkhuf for oer-populations.
4

. Ateording to Carkhuff, the typic ;core for the general popula-

tldn on the discrimination measure is in the range, of 1.4 tod...S,

the lay counselors score in the eneighborhood of 1.2,'Profession-

lly iraijled c.olinselors score around 0.6. Comparing these norms,

to our samples, it is'eyident that this group started at a level

,getter than laytcounselors before training and scored much. lower.

than that at the end of training. Four trainees at Tipton and two

av,Williamsburgobtained scores which Would make them comparable

to professionally trained counselors. Thus,.it would appear from

the resuits'of the Discrimination measure that training d'id in-

crease the effectiveneSs of the group in its ability to recognize

good helping responses.

Looking at the results of the CoMmunication, exercise, nine-

teen trainees at Tipton obtained a mean score of 1.92 prior to the

AI*,

0024
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. '-onset . of traAng and a mean score 0. 2.44 sub segue nt to training,.
,

This result was significantly different-by a t-test .at E < .01. ,?,
a.

.
. .

Comparable scores an the communication exertisCiFere obtained at

Williamsburg. The mean of the group on pre-teSting. wa*S '1.98 and

the mean of the group on post-testing was 2.75. This result was
I , -.
t n r

4--......

.,also significantly different by a t-testat E < .01. As indicated

4,, earlier, the results of the Communication exercise are perhapsI; -
. 1

. 4
more critical in that this task is measuring the ability of the'
,

subject to produce his.dwil helping responses. 46e results of the.,

Communication exercise clearly indicate that trainees at both

Ti/Aon' and Williamsburg were significantly more effective in the °

qualify of responses they p'roduced, As mentioned earlier, a level.

of 3.0 is regarded as "minimally helpful" working with people.

some trainees did much better than the ITnimally help'fulQleVel and'

some diddid somewhat worse, but,the mean of the entire group is not

.too far removed from this minimally helpful level.-

Another way of looking at the results of the Communication

exercise was to rank order the sdbjects within'Ihe group' as to

their relative stairding, pre and 'lost: Then a correlation measure

was runsto check the :extent to which the trainees fell ",,in approx.--;

'imately ehe same 'positions in the distribution before and after

training.; The result of this correlation was highly significant

(p_ < .01). This finding suggests;that pre-/testing measures on

Communication and Discrimination could haVe been used as selection

criteria in this project. Carkhuff has Ode the Same point in his

own work. With few exceptions, the subyects who started-as our

-"better" helpers ended up as our "best"' counselors and those who

started out as not so effective ended, up as lesS
effectI

ive. Never-
.

'

I 0025.
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Our plan,was to probeed in a step-wise fashion, adding' another con-
,

.
.,

, .

cept while encouraging people to continue using previouSlyAearnqd ones.

In succession then we discussed, modeled, presented guidelines and ra-
,

ting. scales and provided opportunitieofor'practice in role playing

e
sitaations each of the helper variables. (These hand.,'orlts!anA subse-7.

4

quent ones were accumulated by the trainees in.a loose-leaf workbook

whil the trainees retained for future reference as a sort of te-xtbook'.)

Of the six, we covered concreteness and confrontation extensiTY-over

more than one session. We deemed the two skills, to be especially gri-

tical to helping along with empathy and perhaps more difficult for the

trainees to learn. Therefore,' the additional'expenditure of.4imc.in

-the training, program'seemed justified. For both cp,ncrkteness 4 1 con- .

frontation, videotaped sessions in which one of the
1

iw/ itr,uctors-hlter-

viewed an actor were shown following presentation of the rating scales
. .

and guidelines. In additioi, in the discussion of confrontation, the

concept ,of feedback and its place in an inter-per'sonal relationship were ,,

. . . :

introduCed and separate handouts detailin guidelines for giving and

receiving feedback were discussed. Rep ated opportunities were pOyi-
.,

O 0012

0
. \* , sr

theless, it is important to note that the entire sample increased.
t

A.in effectiveness. This finding A.s greatestc applicabiLity ,in'
.' ? 4 4:--- 7,-,,,,,iia situation where someone else would choose to run a training'

gram such .as ours and have an-abundance of :applicants,, In such IL-
.

'situation, it would make sense to do pre-screening and se lect th0
-.r

_
4

.trainees to be included on the basis of the test findings, ,

.

In both project's, partly as _an educational C)cercise Cor the..

trainees and partly as ari outcome measihe, we incauded.programmed.
It.

. .

N. N. patients who were interviewed by.the trainees after they had com-
.

pleted-the training 'program. In the Tipton prOject we used one

.programMed patient and in the Williamsburg project'. we used two.

each.instance, the programmed pptient was played .by a hired

actress who was given an, imaginary identity'and an'imaginary set.

of .problemsby the trainers. The purpose was to have the trainees`t

ado d'collirlseling ilgterview with the programmq0 patient and to
t+4.

obtain organii-ed feedback from the pro,erammed,dtient about the"
._

-
o

effeCtivenass of'tpe.trajnee in that situation. In both Tipton

and WIlliaMsburg,, approximately one-half of t he.traineels were
-

judged:Ito be effective on the rating scale ,completed by'the p
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the trainees, and the instructors' were asked 'to keep a diay

detailing their reactions to the training experiencciaSiit un-

folded. The summary comments were generally'favorable and

enthusiast.i. Selective representative comments have been excerp-.

ted and are included below:'

Trainee 41 a housewife.-, "I feel on top of situations I.

could' not deal with before. For me, personally: I have gained a

stronger self; I am more able, to press my feelings. I do think

4 have been able to help (name deleted) because of this program.

This is largely because I became far less afraid'of people's

-emotions." 41

Trainee #2 a nurse. "It was a tremendous learning

experience and much knowledge was gained which will be of great

helpr-to me in my work. This training- course hal.1Taught. me how to

listen what ds the other person saying? I am more open-minded.

and less judgmehtal. In dealing with persona/ problems, I have

learnedtthat individuals must face°up to problems. They have to

see thellyresent probleth as it stands now, and not dwell on some-
,

) r ...

, thingrftom the *past.

Trainee #3 - a female, social worker. "This program has

'made-me-more aware of my feelings and other people's feelings. The
. ,

course has probably helped my, personal life mere than my pro-

fessional life in that in my professional relatio ships I am more

aware of the other. 'I learned to use-feedback more."

Trainee #4 a male minister.. "I continually have oppor-

tunityfor counseling in the everyday relationships of my pro-
( 4'

km, .

'fession, and I findmys'elf attempting to use 'some of the ideas

0027
_
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whiO have been shared with us. They have been helpful and 1

feel that I am doing a better job. The co.urse was grea
4

feel more capable to deal with soiof the problems that I come

Tate to face with."

All of the outcome measures have consistently pointed i

..-the direction of improved effectiveness on the part of the,

4aajority of the trainees in helping situations. At a reasonably

moderate cost inn time and money, it has been proven posSible to

..,produce some effective lay helpers.

- 25-
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IV. 'OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

We began with a dream and the fond hope that a sflort-terp training

project with lay'pebple would prove to be feasible. When we began, we
b

had no structured training program, but had to develop one as we pro-
,

gressed. Admittedly, we owe a great debt to Carkhuff, for his core

Conditions of helping eventually became the cornerstone of the training

prograM.

One, of the implications of this project is that lay people can be

trained to function effectively as helpers. It would seem to us that

the function of a local ,mental ,health 'center can be expanded to include

a'tidining function. Our particular Center's board has agreed to bud-.

get lor training in the Port:looming financial year.

'Another effect of the project is that it has stimulated one of

the trainers (PatriciaKelley)_to develop a social work skills course

at the University of Iowa School of Social Work.

We have described the program to various professional groups that

have inyed: 1) Institute on Co ity MentalHealth Service Delivery

in aural Areas sponsored by the Mate

Iowa, iansas, Missouri, and Nebraska; 2) The Community Mental Health,

Centers Assocntion of Iowa, with attendance from 30 mental health cen-

-ters in Iowa; 3) The Southeast Iowa Chapter, National Association of

ntal Health Authorities of

,
. .

.

Social Workers; and 4).two presentations to graduate students of the

University of Iowa School of Social Work. Twice we have been turned
6

down by tne American Orthopsychiatric Association to present tt oaper at

tneir national meeting, saying that-it was not germane to their theme.

Recently, we have submitted an, abstract of a-baper for the Twentieth
7

Anniversary NASW Professional Symposium on Social Work Skills.

ey:



ye :eau hoped f6r another year :)f OaD funding, the purpose being

to devegOo a traLling program suitable for broadcast over educatinal

'television. Unfortunately we were turned down: We-have been exolo-

ring other sources of funding for this idea but have not been successful.

Finally we fear/ that we have demonstrated successfully that con-
.

munity 3lpers can be trained to be effective in rural service deli-

vry to Camilies a4(i children. We have en-joycd t!;lo prHect, and appre-
,

assistance extended by the Office of Chi.0 iievelopment.

ti
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